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Who we are
PM Group is a 100% employee owned international project
delivery company operating across Europe, the USA and
Asia. We have a 46 year track record in project management,
process design, facility design and construction management
for leading multinational companies.
We are leaders in the pharmaceutical, food, mission critical,
medtech, advanced manufacturing and energy sectors.
Our reputation is built on great people with a flexible ‘can do’
attitude who consistently deliver successful projects safely for
our clients. We pride ourselves on our technical expertise and
specialists who work closely with clients to develop innovative
solutions for complex projects.
The long standing relationships we have with our major multinational clients result from the quality of our project delivery.
International Office Network

Office Locations
Belgium
China
Czech Republic
India
Ireland
Poland

Singapore
Slovakia
Switzerland
UK
USA

Our values
Expertise
The expertise of our people is the
foundation of our success. We
provide innovative solutions for
our clients and invest continuously
in developing this expertise.
Integrity
We act with integrity, are open
and honest and operate to the
highest ethical standards. Health
& Safety is fundamental to our
business.
Commitment
Successful projects require
huge levels of commitment. We
are committed and passionate
about project success and take
immense pride in what we do.
Partnership
We engage with our clients
as partners and value their
knowledge and experience. We
only succeed when our clients
succeed.
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CEO’s Message

18th year partnering
with UCD with the
PM Group Kevin Kelly
Design Award 2018

Partnerships and relationships take
investment of time, money and
energy to flourish. At PM Group our
success is strongly linked to the
many hundreds of partners we work
with every day – clients, suppliers,
stakeholders and communities.
We value these relationships and
recognise their essential contribution
to our success.
Partnership is one of PM Group’s four core
values. It reflects our ability to work in a
spirit of partnership as we deliver many
exciting and challenging projects all over
the world.
That partnership philosophy extends first
and foremost to our people. Our employee
ownership model is one where everyone
is enabled to take part in the business.
Our people are motivated to make our
Company succeed and they benefit from
the success the company enjoys.
We believe the way we engage positively
with stakeholders makes us better at all
levels. It is because people are personally
invested that we achieve successful
outcomes.
2018 was a very successful year for our
business. It is great to be able to say that
as well as financial success, we continued
to make real progress across all the six
pillars of Corporate Responsibility.
I want to pay tribute to and to express my
sincere thanks to everyone who made that
possible.

Dave Murphy
CEO

Becoming the 200th
Supporter of the 30%
Club with leading
businesses from a
range of sectors
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In the 15th year of
our partnership
with the American
Chamber of
Commerce in
Poland, we
welcomed the new
US Ambassador to
Poland, Georgette
Mosbacher

Working in partnership,
building long-term
relationships and
collaboration are central
to our success

Our 3rd year,
partnering with
neighbouring
companies to raise
funds for local
charities

“Alone we can do so
little, together we can
do so much...”
Helen Keller

Our 6th year,
partnering with
Junior Achievement,
inspiring young
minds in local
schools

Growing our business
through new partners
and colleagues in
Belgium and PM
PROjEN in the UK

A new partnership
with the Leaders
Group on
Sustainability with
members including
Accenture, CRH,
Deloitte, ESB, Fujitsu,
Janssen, PwC, SSE
Ireland and Vodafone
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Workplace
Positive working environments help
people to feel valued, respected
and happy. Our goal is to provide a
professional working environment
that is rewarding and fulfilling for our
people. We do this by looking after
the wellbeing of our people as well as
the physical spaces they work in.
Below are some highlights from 2018
towards a better workplace.

Lifelong Learning
SME Programme
As a knowledge-based business, we
support and encourage continuing
professional development of all our
employees. Launched in 2017, we further
developed our Subject Matter Expertise
(SME) Programme during 2018.
Graduate Programme
The NEXT Graduate Programme was
rolled out further during the year to our
USA graduates in Boston and San Jose.
This expands our graduate network to
300 graduates since 2016. We are on
target to recruit 500 graduates by 2021.

On our journey of continuous
improvement, we look to widen the level
of accreditation for our NEXT Graduate
Programme by professional institutions.
In 2018 the Programme was accredited
by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers
(IMechE) in the UK. The programme
is also recognised by the Institute of
Chemical Engineers (IChemE).
100% Employee Owned
Our culture is informed by being a 100%
employee owned company. It feeds into
every aspect of our business from the
way we deliver projects, work with clients
and stakeholders, recruit people and
manage their safety. During the year, we
further expanded our Employee Share
Ownership model across our international
office network.
Health and Wellness Programme
We recognise the importance of
health and wellness in helping our
employees enjoy a happy and healthy
work environment. To support this
we introduced an enhanced Health
& Wellness programme during 2018,
including;
– Health screening/checks
– Walking challenges
– Mindfulness initiatives
– Sports and social activities.

LiveWell
Our LiveWell portal provides a wealth of
support on living well every day and not just
when a crisis happens.

LiveWell Every Day
Life, Family and
Relationships

Health and
Well Being

Education, Work
and Career

Help with parenting,
caregiving, pregnancy,
legal and financial
advice.

Aging, healthy eating,
coping and resiliency,
illnesses, stress.

Self improvement,
work life balancing,
time management.
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“The Next Graduate
Programme has
cultivated my
professional
career with a solid
foundation and I’m
excited to see how far
I can grow!”.
Vanessa
Project Engineer,
USA
Sean Tully
Simulation & Data Science SME,
Ireland

“Having access to
PM Group’s wide range
of existing SMEs has
helped me to gain
invaluable expertise.
The knowledge transfer
during training is a very
important aspect of the
SME Programme”.

Our Next Graduate Programme is
accredited by the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers (IMechE)
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Marketplace
Sustainability

Our experts focus on
innovations that deliver
value for our clients

Sustainable Procurement and
Supply Chain Management
Following its publication in 2017, we
continued the roll out and implementation
of our Group Sustainable Procurement
Policy in 2018. This included the use of
an E-portal for communication of the
policy to our supply chain and monitoring
supplier compliance.
PM Group maintained our third party
supply chain accreditation with EcoVadis
(Silver Award) and CDP (Supplier
Engagement C Rating, Climate Change
D Rating).

Sustainable Design and
Project Delivery
Our goal continues to make Sustainability
the natural way we do our business.
We continued the development of our
in house tools and expertise, growing
the number of sustainability assessors
across our global offices, including the
introduction of a qualified assessor for the
WELL Standard. WELL is the leading tool
for advancing health and well-being in
buildings globally.
During 2018, we worked with our clients
to develop sustainable projects. This
resulted in a number of our major projects
receiving international sustainability
related accreditation, including;
– LEED C&S; Silver Certification:
IFF in China, a world leading food
manufacturer of flavours
– LEED Gold Certification:
Aspira Commercial Business Centre,
Czech Republic
– LEED C&S; Silver Certification:
Boston Scientific a world leading
medical devices manufacturing facility
in Malaysia.
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Marketplace
Clients & Innovation
Client Relationships and
Continuous Improvement
Over 46 years we have built enduring
relationships with our clients and
stakeholders. We continue to focus on
their needs and adding real value to their
businesses.
Consistent Excellence
With over 10 million hours worked, 2018
was one of the busiest in our history.
Our vision continues to be Consistent
Excellence in Project Delivery. In this busy
environment, customer feedback surveys
provided valuable insights that are helping
us to improve our services. Our recently
introduced ‘7KFA framework’ is enabling
all our teams to follow a systematic
approach to plan, execute and govern
projects more consistently for our clients.

Inspiring Ideas
Through our Innovation in Action Award
Programme, we look to inspire new
ideas to solve key problems. Speed and
efficiency were two common themes
to the solutions of the award winners in
2018;
–M
 achine Learning for Increased
Efficiency
–U
 sing 3D technology for greater
efficiency in tubing routes in factories
–Q
 uicker knowledge capturing and
sharing
–M
 ore efficient use of office space for ad
hoc meetings
–R
 eliving pressure on resources through
better design.

Exploring the Future
Across the Life Sciences Sector,
During 2018 we introduced a Design
traditional operations are embracing
Management Framework (DM5). The
an explosion of new technologies that
Framework is helping our design teams
are changing the way manufacturing
to focus on improving the management
facilities work. These range from
of our project designs from construction, autonomous robotics and cobots (robots
commissioning to handover.
that interact with people), to single-use
and digital process technologies, that
facilitate automated production with
Sharing Expertise
automatic product release. Many of these
Support for professional bodies increased technologies are receiving significant
in the year with a greater involvement
development and adoption under
with the ISPE and IChemE. Our experts
Industry 4.0 initiatives.
also continued to lend their support to
education initiatives providing key lectures Industry Roadmaps
on industry topics to Engineers Ireland,
PM Group is working with professional
IStructE and CIBSE. Ongoing support
bodies like the ISPE and BioPhorum,
is provided to universities through exam
collaborating on technology roadmaps
assessors and bursaries. In 2018, these
that will explain how new technologies
included the PM Group Kevin Kelly
are incorporated into the designs of
Design Award at UCD, the PM Group
factories of the future. Input is also drawn
Process Design Medal at CIT and the
from researchers, universities and other
UCC Process Design Project Award.
industries.
Innovation
Innovations evolve from a true
understanding of the challenge
presented. Our experts focus on
innovations that deliver value to both our
client’s assets and to the services we
offer.

PM Group Innovation in
Action Award Winners 2018

“There’s a huge willingness in
manufacturing to explore and adopt new
technologies. We’re currently working
with the BioPhorum, ISPE, UCD, NIBRT,
SFI, Novartis and major industry suppliers
like Lonza, Rockwell and Siemens to
make these innovations a reality. Without
this kind of close collaboration, the
‘Factory of the Future’ would still be
in its infancy,” said Andy Rayner, Chief
Technical Officer, PM Group.

Peter O’Sullivan, PM Group
presents Kevin Holland (second
left) with the PM Group UCC
Design Medal 2018

Receiving the IChemE Global Award
for Pharma Innovation at GSK
Worthing, UK
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Health and Safety

INCIDENT RATES

DART

TRIR

0.25 0.37
HOURS

OSHAS 18001

Total hours worked across our
international operations

10+ million
NATIONAL SAFETY
CAMPAIGNS

Safety Tag Line Campaign
Construction Safety Week
European Safety Day
Safety Days Calender

Ireland,
UK, Poland,
Singapore
& China

NATIONAL SAFETY AWARDS

NISO - Presidential Award
NISO - Consistent High Achiever Award
ROSPA - Gold Award
British Safety Council - Distinction
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Health and safety is the core value
of PM Group. We had a positive year
in 2018.
Health and safety is fully integrated into
PM Group’s daily operations from design,
to construction to commissioning. Our
commitment is to further reduce incidents
and accident rates. We will continue to
improve our overall safety performance.
Visible Leadership
Visible leadership is fundamental to our
goal of exemplary health and safety
performance. In 2018, we invested a
lot of time and resources in a variety of
health and safety leadership initiatives.
We have seen improved behaviours and
a reduction in accident/incident frequency
rates.

Hearts and Minds
In 2019, we will further develop
our ‘hearts and minds’ behavioural
safety programme. We are using new
technologies such as an online site and
facility auditing system. This is helping us
to more easily record and report safety
accidents/incidents. Using the data, we
will be able to identify more areas for
improvement on our safety journey.

Receiving the President’s
Ward at the NISO National
Health & Safety Awards

As a company and an industry, we have
an obligation to prevent harm to all those
we work with. We want all our people,
clients and contractors to engage with
our health and safety procedures and
new initiatives. Together we can drive this
positive safety message in 2019.

Proud winners of the RoSPA
Gold Award for safety

We are committed
to further reducing
accidents and
continually improving
our overall safety
performance.
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Community
The number of
volunteer and
probono hours
donated

The percentage
increase in people
involved

3340

15%

The number of
causes supported
in 2018

118
“We cannot live for ourselves
alone. Our lives are connected
by a thousand invisible threads,
and along these sympathetic
fibers, our actions run as causes
and return to us as results”.
Herman Melville

2018 saw a further increase in the number of
Community causes supported by PM Group around
the world. The number of people involved in CR
activities also rose by 15%. This shows our peoples’
commitment to support those less fortunate than
themselves.
Our goal is to try to use our skills and abilities
to make a real and lasting difference to our
communities.
The following pages provide a selection of just
some of the many projects we supported in our
communities during 2018.

Charity Run
Everest Foundation
Wroclaw, Poland
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Volunteering with
Special Olympics
Massachusetts
Boston, USA

Family Fun
Wroclaw, Poland

Second Harvest
Food Bank
Santa Clara, USA

Present Sorting
and Wrapping Food from the Heart
Singapore

The big clean up!
Tyflocentrum, a
community centre
for visually impaired
Prague, Czech Republic
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Community

Healing Home
Shanghai, China

Garden
Transformation
for Cheeverstown
House Centre
Dublin, Ireland
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Fundraiser for
Honeypot Children’s
Charity of the Year
Birmingham, UK

Supporting GAA Team
Gronigan Gaels
Gronigan, Netherlands

Bake Off for
Special Olympics
Cork, Ireland

Planting Trees
Local Government
School
Bangalore, India

Loughmahon
Cycle for the Cork
Foundation Charity
Cork, Ireland
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Environment
Our goal is to include all our international offices
in our carbon footprint calculation by 2020.
Tonnes CO2e per eMillion Turnover
18
18.1

16

17.7

Ireland

18.6

UK

16.9

14
12

13.8

13.6

10
8

9.3

9.1

6

0.9

1.1

7.6

8.2

2017

2018

4
2
0
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

*Data excludes PM PROjEN offices for 2018

Carbon emissions classified by GHG Scope

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

Direct
Gas
Consumption

Indirect
Electricity
Consumption

Indirect
Business travel,
purchased goods/
services and other
indirect

140 teCO2e

86 teCO2e

1441 teCO2e

Our Carbon Footprint

Total Emissions

1667 teCO2e

Travel

1413 teCO2e
Energy

233 teCO2e
Paper

17 teCO2e
Waste

12 teCO2e
Water

2 teCO2e
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Focus on Biodiversity
Currently most natural habitats for
local wildlife are being destroyed/
reduced with the encroaching
urbanisation as cities and
towns expand outwards into the
countryside.

As reported by
the World Wildlife
Federation (WWF),
“Human activities have
wiped out 60% of
mammals, birds, fish
and reptiles since 1970.
Nature is not a ‘nice
to have’ – it is our lifesupport system.”
As our international office network
has expanded in recent years,
so too has our environmental
footprint. Management of our offices
(heating, electricity, business travel,
consumption of office materials etc)
is an important aspect of PM Group’s
operations management.
2018 Environmental Performance
Our offices in Ireland and the UK
manage their operational environmental
impact through our certified ISO14001
environmental management system. As
our international office network matures,
we want to extend these high standards
to all of our offices worldwide.
During 2018 we continued the roll out
of our Environmental Management
Programme across all our global offices.
Progress on our 2020 Vision and key
initiatives for 2018 include;
– Commencement of ISO14001
certification in 2019 for the following
offices - Shanghai, Singapore, Wroclaw
and Warsaw
– Implementation of a biodiversity
programme at our Cork and Dublin
offices
– Phase out of single use disposable
cups and plastic bottles at our largest
office in Cork.

As an international company, our CO2e
emissions caused by business travel,
increased due to more frequent and
longer air travel. This accounted for
almost 60% of our total CO2e emissions
representing a 21% increase on the
previous year.
The total 2018 CO2e emissions measured
was 1676 tonnes CO2e. The CO2e
emission per employee (FTEE) was
1.9 tonnes CO2e, an increase of 13%
compared to 2017.

During 2018 we
continued the roll out
of our Environmental
Management
Programme across all
our global offices.

Following the launch of the
PM Group Biodiversity
Programme in June 2018, we
installed bird boxes, bug hotels
and a native plant and wild grass
meadow at our Cork office. Later
in the year we introduced bird
boxes and bug hotels in our
Dublin office. We will expand
our programme to our offices
worldwide during 2019.
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Future Governance

During 2018 we developed our CR
Strategic Plan, based on materiality
review feedback from over 420
employee and client respondents.
This plan was endorsed by our Board
to align and support our business
goals.
Some highlights of the Plan include;
– Developing a Diversity & Inclusion
Strategy for the group
– Extending our Health & Wellness
Programme to all offices and sites
– Certifying all main offices to ISO14001
by 2020
– Reducing of the threshold for
Sustainable Design Reviews from
c50 million to c5 million capital
expenditure projects. This will ensure
more projects are sustainably
reviewed
– Deepening our collaboration with
community and business partners to
support meaningful social change.
The Future
We want to drive PM Group’s ambitions
in the most ethical and responsible
way while looking after our people, our
communities and the environment around
us to the highest standards.

Alignment to the UN
Sustainable Development
Goals
In 2015, the UN launched 17
Sustainable Development Goals
to tackle the biggest global
problems by 2030. PM Group is
committed to driving changes in
our business to support these
goals. We believe the areas we
can most impact through our
current work and future initiatives
are:
#7

#8

#9

Affordable
and Clean
Energy

Decent Work Industry,
and Economic Innovation &
Growth
Infrastructure

#10

#3

#4

Reduced
Inequalities

Good Health
& Wellbeing

Quality
Education

#5

#12

#13

Gender
Equality

Responsible
Consumption
& Production

Climate
Action
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KPIs
KPIs

Base

Results in 2018

Targets for 2019

Absenteeism

2013

<2.0% absenteeism

<2.0% absenteeism

Training

2013

Percentage staff attending one or more training
event = 89%

Percentage staff attending one or more training event
≥90%

Staff Retention

2013

<12% employee turnover

<12% employee turnover

Communication on
CR Programme

2013

Quarterly Group CR meeting; Annual CR Report;
41 CR related articles on scope

Quarterly Group CR meeting; Annual CR Report;
40+ CR related articles on scope

Company Updates

2013

Health & Safety Annual Review; Annual Report &
Accounts; 3 no PM Times magazines; Quarterly
Townhall; 100+ information articles on intranet;
Annual Review Meetings and Conference;
Managed Services & Site Comms activities

Health & Safety Annual Review; Annual Report &
Accounts; 3 no PM Times magazines; Quarterly Townhall;
100+ information articles; Annual Review Meetings and
Conference; Managed Services & Site Comms activities

Sustainability in
Project Delivery

2014

Sustainability Review completed for all EPCM
projects with a >c50m capital value

Widen the mandatory need for a Project Sustainability
Review to include all EPCM projects >c5m capital value

Sustainable Design Licensed Assessors

2013

Number of licensed Sustainability Assessors within
Group = 15

Total Certified Sustainalilty Assessors to grow to 20 before
2020

Sustainable
Procurement

2014

Achieved third party accrediation for supply chain
management CDP & EcoVadis

Implementation of Sustainable Procurement Policy; roll
out of KPIs to monitor performance; Maintain supply chain
management accreditation

Innovation Awards

2014

10 No internal awards for innovative ideas relating
to project delivery and business improvements

10 No internal awards for innovative ideas relating to
project delivery and business improvements

Standards Certification

2013

8 Offices Certified to OSHA Standard

Existing certified offices to migrate to ISO 45001 standard

Safety Incidents

2013

OSHA DART Rate (per 200k hours) Actual = 0.25
OSHA TRIR Rate (per 200k hours) Actual = 0.37

OSHA DART Rate (per 200k hours) Target = <0.25
OSHA TRIR Rate (per 200k hours) Target = <0.50

Community Budget

2013

0.82% EBITI spend on community initiatives

1.5% EBITI spend on community initiatives

Employee involvement

2013

3,000 volunteering hours dedicated to community
projects

4,000 volunteering hours dedicated to community projects

Employee Initiatives

2014

30% increase in no. of employee voluntary
initiatives supported on year before

Deepen existing relationships and increase quality of
activity

Community projects
& diversity

2013

18 community based pro bono projects across 10
locations

20 community based pro bono projects; minimum 10
locations

Student Work Experience

2014

50 students provided TY work experience (Ireland)

60 no. students provided with TY work experience

School visits

2013

45 school visits/interactions during the year
(Ireland)

50 schools visits/interactions during the year

Energy

2013

TOTAL USAGE - 233 tCO2e
68% reduction on base year (2013)
2% reduction on 2017

Maintain existing levels; Expand monitoring and
management programme to all offices by 2020

Business Travel
(Key impact)

2013

2018 TOTAL USAGE - 1413 tCO2e
22% increase on base year (2013)
26% increase on 2017

Target 25% reduction (per person equivalent by 2020
based on 2013); Expand monitoring and management
programme to all offices by 2020

Paper Use
(Key resource use)

2013

TOTAL USAGE - 17 tCO2e
3% reduction on base year (2013)
10% reduction on 2017

Maintain existing level of CO2e usage; Expand monitoring
and management programme to all offices by 2020

Carbon footprint

2013

Total USAGE - 2.0 tCO2e
12% overall reduction on base year* (2013)
21% increase on 2017
Begin data gathering for all offices in 2018

Expand monitoring and management to all offices by 2020.
Maintain Ireland Scope 1 & 2 emissions at 2017 levels;
target 5% reduction in Scope 3 (per person equivalent)
emissions by 2020. Re-baseline to include international
offices

Waste
Management

2013

54 tonnes (76%) of office waste diverted
from landfill in 2018; 32% increase on 2017

Maintain existing levels; Expand monitoring and
management programme to all offices by 2020

Standards
Certification

2013

ISO14001: three offices certified

Target for all main offices to be certified to ISO14001 by
2020; include all UK offices, Singapore and Shanghai
Target BREEAM certification for our Cork office

Materiality Review/CR Strategy

CR Strategy approved by Board

CR Strategy action plan developed for each region

Audits/Standards

Re-accredited for Ecovadis and CDP Programme;
2nd year of the BITCI Mark (based on ISO 26000)

Maintain current certifications; align to appropriate UN
Sustainable Development Goals

Workplace

Marketplace

Health & Safety

Community

Environment

Governance

Engineers
Architects
Project Managers
Constructors

International Office Network
Belgium
China
Czech Republic
India
Ireland
Poland

Singapore
Slovakia
Switzerland
UK
USA

Report Verification
This Corporate Responsibility Report is
not independently verified.
Further Information
For further information on PM Group
or on our CR Report please contact:
csr@pmgroup-global.com or visit our
website.
www.pmgroup-global.com

This report is printed on recycled paper. Every
effort has been made during the creation and
production of this brochure, to reduce the
environmental impact. Please print sparingly.

